We Are Moving!

Our new address: 2296 Henderson Mill Rd #115 Tucker, GA 30345

Open on: March 2nd!

Meet Andrea Kemp!

Position at GCDHH: Outreach/Trainer Specialist
Years worked at GCDHH: 7 years
Favorite Color: Purple
Favorite Food: Sushi, steak, chicken, seafood

Why Andrea loves working at GCDHH: "I enjoy working at GCDHH because of the Deaf-friendly communication access and teamwork. I enjoy meeting people and helping them increase their self-esteem when they realize that we provide telecommunication support to avoid communication barriers with their family/friends."
Meet Eric

Eric is a Deaf client who just received his iPad from the TEDP program! Want to see how he applied? Go to www.gcdhh.org/gatedp today!

See Eric's Story

Meet Chris

Chris is a speech equipment recipient. The new AAC device he received from our TEDP program was life-changing for him!

See Chris' Story

Upcoming Events:

Tax Day 2020
GCDHH’s Tax Day will be April 1, 2020. Make an appointment with Andrea Alston (aalston@gcdhh.org). Slots are first-come, first-served!

A Quiet Place Part 2
GCDHH will host an open caption movie night for "A Quiet Place Part II". Stay tuned for more details!

Deaf History Month
Deaf History Month will be March 13th through April 15th, 2020. Be sure to celebrate Deaf history with your family and friends!
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